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ZERO G GOAL PAD GP-ZG

GOAL PADS

- conforms to all 2008-09 professional hockey standards
- features revolutionary ‘Briotek’ construction, producing the lightest weight
pro level goal pad
- features pre-curved contoured shape with game ready (MBD) motion based
design
- segmented outer roll and 3 internal flex increase flexibility of pad
- squared thigh with multi-layered high density foams
- adjustable, elastic calf stabilizing strap
- custom sizing and colours available
- custom graphics available

These and many other colour combinations available
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GOAL PADS

Dx2 PRO GOAL PAD GP-DX
- squared thigh with multi-layered high density foam provide maximum
five hole coverage
- thinned out, pre-curved profile for game ready contour
- beefed and angled outer roll prevent skip over and direct puck
downward in the butterfly position
- custom colours and sizing available
- custom graphics available

These and many other colours available
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RAZOR GOAL PAD GP-RZ

- pro spec
- knee and thigh flex zones increase overall flexibility
- thick and rigid high density outer roll prevent skip over
- flat faced design for better rebound predictability
and control
- segmented outer roll increases flex
- full synthetic boot to aid rotation
- offset toe string option
- available in white/black/red , white/black/blue
and white/black/silver colour combinations
- available in 32+1”, 34+1”, 36+1” sizes

Int.
INT. Dx2 PRO GOAL PAD GP-IDX

GOAL PADS

- squared thigh for increased five hole coverage
- thinned out, pre-curved profile for game ready contour
- beefed and angled outer roll prevent skip over and direct
puck downward in the butterfly position
- flat faced design for better rebound predictability
and control
- custom colours available
- available in 30”, 31”, 32”, 33” sizes
- custom graphics available
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Jr.
JR. RAZOR GOAL PAD GP-JRZ

GOAL PADS

- pro spec
- knee and thigh flex zones increase overall flexibility
- flat faced design for better rebound predictability
and control
- segmented outer roll increases flex
- available in white/black/red , white/black/blue
and white/black/silver colour combinations
- available in 27”, 29”, 31” sizes
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ZERO G CATCH GLOVE CG-ZG

CATCH GLOVES

- conforms to all 2008-09 pro regulations
- ultra lightweight and pro balanced
- maximum perimeter, cuff and t-depth allowed
- internal Gel-Tec palm eliminates stingers
- four piece backhand construction aids break in
- three point hand and wrist adjustment
- custom colours available
- custom graphics available

These and many other colour combinations available
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Dx2 PRO CATCH GLOVE GC-DX
- pro spec
- Quadra-Flex palm allows for custom break angle
- reduced size of catch surface for increased pocket
- rigid, high density laminated cuff
- one piece internal palm plastic eliminates gaps in
protection
- Gel-Tec foam in palm eliminates stingers
- finger ridge protects fingertip in event of premature closure
- custom colours available
- custom graphics available

These and many other colour combinations available

CATCH GLOVES

THIEF CATCH GLOVE GC-TF
- pro spec
- Thief double T- web maximizes pocket volume
- three tier cuff for improved wrist mobility and stick control
- ‘pro beef’ protection with Gel-Tec foam to reduce stingers
- molded thumb rail broadens thumb surface and promotes
deflection into pocket
- air-knit fingers for comfort and improved ventilation
- three point hand and wrist adjustment
- custom colours available
- custom graphics available

These and many other colour combinations available
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RAZOR CATCH GLOVE GC-RZ
- pro spec
- original Thief double T web to maximize pocket volume
- three point wrist and hand adjustment
- widened cuff for less arm and body conflict
- wide heel gap for better stick control
- backhand velcro strapping allows glove to open fully
for easy drying
- available in white/black/red, white/black/blue and
white/black/silver colour combinations

Int.

INT. Dx2 PRO CATCH GLOVE GC-IDX
- pro spec
- reduced size of catch surface for increased pocket
- rigid, high density laminated cuff
- T angle is set to maximize on ice coverage
- full closure from top of T web to heel of glove
- finger ridge protects fingertip in event of premature closure
- custom colours available
- custom graphics available

Jr.

- pro spec
- original Thief T web maximizes pocket volume
- rigid, high density laminated cuff
- wide cuff opening improves mobility
- two point wrist and hand adjustment
- available in white/black/red, white/black/blue and
white/black/silver colour combinations

CATCH GLOVES

JUNIOR RAZOR CATCH GLOVE GC-JRZ
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ZERO G BLOCKER GB-ZG

BLOCKERS

- conforms to all 2008-09 pro regulations
- rigid, ultra-lightweight blocking board
- binding-less face maximizes blocking surface
- flared top eliminates skip over
- high density wrap around finger and side hand protection
- floating high density forefinger pad
- nash palm with spring mesh fingers and gussets provides a
lighter, cooler fit
- custom colours available
- custom graphics available

These and many other colour combinations available
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Dx2 PRO BLOCKER GB-DX
- full pro spec construction
- binding-less blocker face maximizes blocking surface
- high density wrap around finger and side hand protection
- snug-fit palm with spring mesh fingers and gussets
- ultra-wide cuff opening for less arm and body conflict
- beveled board for paddle down play
- custom colours available
- custom graphics available

These and many other colour combinations available

- full pro spec construction
- binding-less blocker face maximizes blocking surface
- high density finger and side hand protection
- snug-fit palm with spring mesh fingers and gussets
- ultra-wide cuff opening for less arm and body conflict
- beveled board for paddle down play
- available in white/blacl/red, white/black/blue and white/black/silver
colour combinations

BLOCKERS

RAZOR BLOCKER GB-RZ
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Int.
INT. Dx2 PRO BLOCKER GB-IDX

- pro spec
- high density side hand and finger protection
- inner palm cusion disperses impacts
- widened cuff for less arm and body conflict
- adjustable, cushioned wrist strap
- beveled board for weight reduction and paddle
down play
- custom colours available
- custom graphics available

BLOCKERS

JUNIOR RAZOR BLOCKER GB-JRZ
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- pro spec
- high density side hand and finger protection
- widened cuff for less arm and body conflict
- adjustable, cushioned wrist strap
- beveled board for weight reduction and paddle
down play
- lightweight and well balanced
- available in white/black/red, white/black/blue
and white/black/silver colour combinations

- conforms to all 2008-09 pro regulations
- no plastic- all heavyweight plastic components have been replaced by ultra
light weight high density foams
- wrap around body pillow with high density rib protection
- X- back strapping system
- self centering v-buckles
- custom colours available
- available in XS,SM,MED,LG,XL,XXL

BODY ARMOR

ZERO G BODY ARMOR GA-ZG
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Dx2 PRO BODY ARMOR GA-DX

- pro spec
- all heavyweight plastic components have been
replaced by ultra lightweight high density foams
- fully adjustable, integrated throat collar
- high density side lat protection
- fully adjustable arm, wrist and shoulder straps
- custom colours available
- available in SM, MED, LG, XL

Custom colours available

BODY ARMOR

RAZOR BODY ARMOR- GA-RZ
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- pro spec
- high density side lat protection
- fully adjustable wrist, arm and shoulder straps
- high density sternum plate disperses center
chest inpacts
- side lat protection
- available in SM, MED, LG, XL

Int.
INT. Dx2 BODY ARMOR- GA-RZ
- pro spec
- all heavyweight plastic components have been
replaced by ultra lightweight high density foams
- fully adjustable, integrated throat collar
- fully adjustable arm, wrist and shoulder straps
- custom colours available
- available in SM, MED, LG, XL

Jr.

- lightweight design
- adjustable arm, wrist and shoulder
straps
- high density shoulder floaters
- sternum pad for center chest impacts
- available in SM, MED, LG

BODY ARMOR

JUNIOR RAZOR BODY ARMOR- GA-JRZ
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GOAL PANTS
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ZERO G GOAL PANT GPT-ZG
- no plastic- all heavyweight plastic components have been replaced by ultra
light weight high density foams
- accordian designed frontal panels for greater flex and mobility
- air- knit lining provides greater ventilation and faster drying time
- custom colours available
- available in XS,SM,MED,LG,XL,XXL

Dx2 PRO GOAL PANT GPT-DX
- pro spec
- accordion like high density frontal panels
- lightweight sportmesh interior
- all plastic components have been replaced
by lightweight high density foams
- adjustable internal belting system
- custom colours available
- available in XS, SM, MED, LG, XL, XXL

- pro spec
- accordion like high density frontal panels
- contoured frontal and side panels
- dual belt and drawstring closure
- available in SM, MED, LG, XL
- available in junior - SM, MED, LG

GOAL PANTS

RAZOR GOAL PANT GPT-RZ
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Dx2 PRO GOAL CUP GJ-DX
- dual cup design
- molded high density foam waist and pelvic protection
- adjustable elastic waistband with velcro closure
- adjustable leg straps
- sizes 26”-34” and 36”-44”

ZERO G GOAL CUP GJ-ZG
- dual cup design
- ultra lightweight
- adjustable elastic waistband with velcro closure
- adjustable leg straps
- sizes 26”-34” and 36”-44”

GOAL CUPS

PRO GOALER GJ-G
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JILLER GJ-J

JILLER
BLACK

ALITE JILLER

STITCHES

- fully adjustable
- sizes 26”-34” and 36”-44”
- also available in junior

- designed for women
- high density pelvic protection
- adjustable elastic leg straps and waistband

WHEEL BAG

- retractable pull handle for easy rolling
- reinforced bottom with vertical stiffeners
- grab handles at either end for easy lifting
- velcro stick straps
- 3 wheel design
- measures 40” x 20” x 20”

STERLING BAG
- water resistant
- polyvinyl coated canvas
- measures 44” x 20” x 20”
- black only

PADDED MASK BAG
- padded to protect any goalie mask
- reinforced carry strap
- #10 coil zipper
- black only

GOAL BAGS

- available in full canvas custom order
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- made in Canada
- goalie cut
- 100% polyester
- air-knit
- available in black, white, red, navy, gold
- adult sizes S, MED, LG, XL, XL, XXXL
youth sizes S, MED, LG, XL

PRO STYLE

PRO WEIGHT

PRACTICE JERSEYS

LIGHT WEIGHT
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- made in Canada
- goalie cut
- 100% polyester
- air-knit
- available in black, white, red, navy, gold
- adult sizes S, MED, LG, XL, XXL, XXXL
youth sizes S, MED, LG, XL

PADDED

- exclusive goalie cut with padded shoulders
- pro mesh
- high density polyethylene foam protection
- available in black only
- XXL

THROAT COLLAR
- molded clavicle protection
- soft sportmesh backing
- adjustable elastic neck strap
- BNQ certified
- available in SM, MED, LG

THIGH GUARDS
LACED

PANT
THIGH GUARD

- pro legal
- high density foam knee cap
- soft sportmesh backing
- custom colours available

- tab to easily attach to pants
- nylon exterior
- high density protection
- soft sportmesh backing
- custom colours available

THIGH BOARD

PRO LACED

PAD COVERS

ACCESSORIES
- a full line of repacement parts are
available

- durable inline/practice covers
- quick clips easily attach to any 11”pad
- Sm(31”,32”), Med(33”,34”)
Lg(35”, 36”), XL(37”,38”)
- stock colours
Black/red/white
Black/silver/white
Black/blue/white
- custom colours available

ACCESSORIES

- pro legal
- molded high density foam
- upper knee cap protectors
- available in senior and junior
- available in black,white,red,blue,navy

- rigid high density foam
- adjustable elastic strap
- available in senior and junior
- available in black,white,red,blue,navy
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CUSTOMS
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CUSTOMS

Colour #1

COLOUR CHARTS

Colour #1
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WHITE/BLACK/RED

Colour #2

Colour #2

WHITE/BLACK/BLUE

Colour #3

Colour #3

WHITE/BLACK/SILVER

All size recommendations below should be used as a guide only. To ensure proper
fitting, we always recommend visiting your local authorized Brian’s dealer.

BODY ARMOR FITTING GUIDE
SIZE

GOALTENDER HEIGHT-SENIOR

JUNIOR SIZING

XS
SM
MED
LG
XL

5’- 5’2”(152cm-159cm)
5’3”- 5’5”(160cm- 166cm)
5’6”- 5’9”(167cm- 176cm)
5’10”- 6’(177cm- 184cm)
6’1”- 6’5”(185cm-196cm)

N/A
4’- 4’5”(122cm- 130cm)
4’6”- 4’11”(141cm- 150cm)
5’- 5’2”(152cm-159cm)
5’2”- 5’5”(159cm-166cm)
intermediate

GOAL PAD CUSTOM SIZING GUIDE
1. ANKLE TO KNEE

STOCK
PAD SIZE

With the leg in a slightly bent position, measure
from the inside ankle bone up to the center of the knee

2. THIGH RISE

2

Measure from the center of the knee up to the
desired thigh height.

3. SKATE SIZE

1

Provide skate size
*NOTE
All stock pad sizes come +1” standard on the thigh.
ex. a stock 36” pad will actually measure 37”

ANKLE TO
KNEE

THIGH
RISE

11”

SKATE
SIZE

32”

17”

8

33”

17.5”

11”

9

34”

18”

11”

10

35”

18”

12”

10

36”

19”

12”

10

37”

19”

13”

10

GOAL PANT FITTING GUIDE
GOALTENDER WAIST SIZE-SENIOR

XS
SM
MED
LG
XL
XXL

30”- 32”(76cm- 81cm)
32”- 34”(81cm- 86cm)
34”- 36”(86cm- 91cm)
36”- 38”(91cm- 97cm)
38”- 40”(97cm-102cm)
40”- 44”(102cm-112cm)

JUNIOR FITTING GUIDE
AGE GROUP

PAD SIZES

PADS

CATCH GLOVES

BLOCKER

BODY ARMOR

5- 8 years

22”- 26”

Youth Razor

Youth Razor

Youth Razor

Youth Razor

7-10 years

26”- 30”

Jr. Razor

Jr. Razor

Jr. Razor

Jr. Razor

11- 13 years

30”- 33”

Int. Dx2 Pro

Int. Dx2 Pro

Int. Dx2 Pro

FITTING GUIDE

SIZE

Int. Dx2 Pro
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BRIAN’S TEES

- 10.1 oz 100% pre-shrunk
- seamless double-needle collar
- taped neck and shoulders

B-STAR

- double needled sleeve and hem
- available in black and grey
- MED, L, XL, XXL

GOALIES ONLY

BRIAN’S GOLF POLO

YOUR GEAR YOUR GAME

BRIAN’S HOODIE
B STAR TECH SHORTS

- 100% polyester
- cool-best moisture management
- rib collar
- open sleeve
- black only
- available in MED, L, XL, XXL

- black only
- available in MED, L, XL, XXL
- 17 oz, 80/20 cotton/polyester
- premium fleece with double lined hood
- double needle cuffs and pocket pouch
- black only
- MED, L, XL, XXL

APPAREL

BRIAN’S JACKET
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BRIAN’S HEADWEAR
- 5 panel trucker style fitted cap
- cotton brush front panels
- mesh back panels
- black only
B-STAR CAP

- 3 in 1 water resistant jacket
- 100 % polyester
- removable/ reversible vest
- black only
- MED, L, XL, XXL

- 100% acrylic
- double lined for warmth
- black only
GOALIES ONLY BEANIE

Brian’s Custom Sports Limited is located in Kingsville, Ontario, Canada.
We believe goaltending requires a unique passion and extraordinary
skill set to experience great success. These two same characteristics
are the foundation of our company. Our entire focus and passion as
a hockey industry supplier is uniquely only about goaltenders- hence
the derivative for our new website - goalies-only.com

FULL PRODUCTION FACTORY

SISTER COMPANY PROVIDING
MOLDED FOAM COMPONENTS
BRIAN’S CUSTOM SPORTS

CUSTOM DESIGNED GRAPHICS
AND MODIFICATIONS

ABOUT US

CANADIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

ON SITE EMBROIDERY FACILITY
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